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Abstract 
Big Book is one of the media to improve the English skills, especially for reading skills and give more 
knowledges about kinds of people around the world. This program is very good method to teach because 
it can make the students comfort with the lesson. 
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I. Introduction 
English is not original language in our country. So it means that we need to make children to be habitual 
for learn english every day. According to Megawati & Wulandari (2017) “To have big book, teachers 
do not have to buy it in book store with costly budget”, so it means that this big book is very 
recommended and have good impact for not only the creator but also the learners because it can make 
them more be creative and imaginative. 
The important skill that students need is reading, speaking, writing and listening. Of course it is not 
easy. So I think that they must try to learn and make it to be habitual in every day. It is like I try to teach 
them bu using pictures of shapes that consist of the examples. I creat the big book and give it lot of the 
picture of shapes consist with the explanation and quiz.  
II. Findings and Discussions 
According to Aisyah & Arismanti (1990) this book has special characteristic such as full of colors , 
interesting image , repetitive words, plots that are easy to guess and have a rythmic text pattern to be 
sing. 
Big book have good impact for the learners. Big book is very good method because it can make the 
students more interested.big book have lot of pictures and colour that make the students fun. The tittle 
of my big book is “Shapes”,it mean that tell about kind of shapes. In this big book I give lot of  picture 
the kind of shapes that consist with the name and example.I have try to teach the student by this big 
book, and I can see from their face that they are fun with this method. Some of them read the book only 
3 times and after that I ask them to open the next page , it is about a quiz, it consist of the picture of 
shape and I also give some of the example of the shapes but I hide the name of the shape because I want 
them to answer it. The result, they can answer it perfectly because the fact they just remember and 
imagine the picture of the shapes and try to match it with the example of the shape. Even they laugh as 
much when I give them know about kind of the funniest example but it is work, they are more be easy 
to remember and imagine it. 
III. Conclussion and Suggestion 
Using this program (BigBook) we can teach students easily. The big book will make the learners more 
be comfortable because in fact visual method is very good method. Students will more interactive and 
easy for remember picture that have cute and colourful shapes. Teacher should be creative to creat a big 
book as fun as possible which consist of every english skill that students need. By using big book 
students will study with more be serious , not for anxious but for fun. And fun learning will make their 
study more be effective, even it full of jokes and laughing. 
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